
In today’s fast-paced and dist�ibuted work environment, efficient 
project execution is more c�itical than ever. The integration of time 
tracking and billing across platfo�ms offers a promising solution to the 
challenges of project management, pa�ticularly in the context of Agile 
and Sc�um methodologies. This white paper explores these challenges, 
including the lack of visibility into the actual time taken for tasks, the 
inaccuracy of timesheets, and the �isks associated with duplicate 
billing and data leaks. It proposes solutions for integrating time 
tracking and billing to improve project planning, execution, and 
secu�ity.

Introduction

The adoption of Agile and Sc�um methodologies has significantly 
transfo�med project management, emphasizing flexibility, customer 
satisfaction, and continuous improvement. However, this approach also 
introduces new challenges, pa�ticularly in tracking and billing for time 
spent on tasks. Traditional time tracking and billing methods are often 
disjointed, leading to inaccuracies, inefficiencies, and secu�ity 
vulnerabilities. This paper discusses the integration of time tracking 
and billing as a unified solution to these challenges, enabling more 
efficient project execution in a dist�ibuted world.
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Agile and Sc�um methodologies measure tasks based on complexity, 
often using sto�y points. However, this approach does not provide 
visibility into the actual time taken to complete tasks. Sc�um masters 
may adjust sto�y points based on the team membe�'s expe�ience, 
which can disto�t velocity cha�ts and bu�ndown cha�ts, unde�mining 
project planning and progress tracking.

Inaccurate Timesheets

Timesheets, typically filled out weekly or monthly, are prone to 
inaccuracies. Research suggests that 66% of timesheets are 
inaccurate, leading to billing discrepancies and project management 
issues. The retrospective nature of timesheet completion cont�ibutes 
to this inaccuracy, as team members may not recall all tasks pe�fo�med 
accurately.

Duplicate Billing and Data Leak Risks

In environments where individuals work on multiple projects, there's a 
�isk of duplicate billing. Additionally, using a single access device for 
multiple projects can lead to data leaks between projects from different 
companies. These �isks are exacerbated in dist�ibuted teams, where 
control over physical and digital environments is more challenging.

Solutions for Efficient Project Execution

Integrating Time Tracking and Billing

By integrating time tracking directly into the workflow, organizations 
can automate timesheet completion, reducing inaccuracies. This 
approach provides a more accurate reflection of time spent on tasks, 
allowing for improved billing accuracy and project management.

Improved Project Planning with Accurate Time Measurement

Accurate time tracking enables better planning and project baselining. 
Understanding the actual time taken for tasks allows for more accurate 
allocation of sto�y points and resources, improving the reliability of 



velocity cha�ts and bu�ndown cha�ts. This visibility also helps in 
backlog management and forecasting.

Segregation of Workspaces

To mitigate the �isks of duplicate billing and data leaks, organizations 
can implement segregated workspaces for different projects. By 
ensu�ing that team members cannot access multiple workspaces 
simultaneously and that data is not stored on access devices, 
companies can enhance data secu�ity and integ�ity.

Conclusion

The integration of time tracking and billing across platfo�ms presents a 
viable solution to the my�iad challenges faced in Agile and Sc�um 
project management. By providing visibility into the actual time taken 
for tasks, automating timesheet completion, and secu�ing project data, 
organizations can achieve more efficient project execution, better 
project planning, and enhanced secu�ity in a dist�ibuted work 
environment. Implementing these solutions requires a commitment to 
technological investment and cultural change, but the potential 
benefits in te�ms of efficiency, accuracy, and secu�ity make it a 
wo�thwhile endeavor for organizations st�iving to excel in the digital 
age.

Recommendations

• Adopt integrated time tracking and billing software that fits 
seamlessly into the Agile workflow.

• Train team members on the impo�tance of accurate time 
tracking for project success and billing accuracy.

• Implement segregated workspaces for different projects to 
minimize the �isk of data leaks and duplicate billing.

• Continuously monitor and adjust project management practices 
to ensure they align with actual time tracking data and project 



outcomes.

OneAble stands at the cutting edge of digital secu�ity and workspace innovation. With our 
secure, browser-based workspace, powered by a unique containe�ized architecture, we offer 
businesses unparalleled defence against cyber threats. Our platfo�m integrates advanced AI 
capabilities to enhance gove�nance, �isk management, and compliance, ensu�ing intellectual 
prope�ty remains secure across all sectors. Designed to optimize resources and adapt to 
individual needs, OneAble not only safeguards your digital assets but also d�ives efficient, 
sustainable digital transfo�mation. With OneAble, organizations achieve a minimum 15% 
increase in productivity and up to a 31% reduction in operational costs.
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